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Underline the answer to each question. 

1. Why did Mama call Eva Mae “Sunshine Girl”?
Eva Mae liked to go barefoot.

Eva Mae liked to sing as she worked.

2. What was Eva Mae’s bad habit?
She did not put her shoes away.

She went barefoot as much as she could.

3. Why did Eva Mae ask God to help her at last?
She wanted to go with Daddy to the store.

She remembered what Daddy said about God helping us.

4. Where did Eva Mae find her shoes?
outdoors under a bush

in her brown boots

A

LessonThe Lost Shoes
2

Time for reading class (pages 1-10).

From the Story

Number the sentences in the order they happened. 

5. Mama said, “You may not wear your Sunday shoes 
to school.”

Eva Mae asked God to help her.

Eva Mae could not find her shoes on Saturday.

B
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Underline each sentence that tells why Eva Mae did not obey
her mother. 

6. She liked to hunt for her shoes.

7. When she was in a hurry, she forgot to think about what 
Mama had said.

8. She did not want to take time to put her shoes away.

9. She did not love her mother.

10. Playing was more important to her.

C

Circle Yes or No to answer each question. 

12. Do you always get what you want when
you obey? Yes No

13. Does obeying your parents make them happy? Yes No

14. Is God pleased when you obey? Yes No

Lesson 2

Memorize the Bible verse and say it to your teacher.E

Children, obey your parents in the Lord: for this is right.
Ephesians 6:1

Underline another title that fits “The Lost Shoes.” 

11. Eva Mae’s Bad Habit

Splashing in the Puddles

D
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Circle fact or opinion to show what each sentence is. 

20. Vanilla ice cream is the best kind. fact opinion

21. It is always best to tell the truth. fact opinion

H

Lesson 2

We Remember

Listen as your teacher reads the words.
Underline the syllable that is the loudest in each word. 

G

Circle the pronoun in each sentence. F

15. We watched Farmer Brown feed the cows.

16. He put a bale of hay in the feeder.

17. Did you know cows chew feed twice?

18. It is called “chewing cud.”

Circle same or opposite to show how the words go together.
If they are not the same or opposite, circle x.

22. laugh – giggle same opposite x

23. young – old same opposite x

24. tomorrow – closet same opposite x

I

19. aw • ful splin • ter a • sleep re • pair
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Match each Study Word to its pronunciation and picture. 

1.

A

• wickiup•

• cliff dwellers •

• mortar•

• wigwam •

• tepee •

• plains •

• sandstone •

tē • pē

wĭg • wŏm

mȯrt • ər / sănd • stōn

wĭk • ē • əp

klĭf dwĕl • ərz

plānz

LessonThe Red Children

1. cliff dwellers (klĭf dwĕl • ərz) 6. shelters (shĕl • tərz)

2. mortar (mȯrt • ər) 7. tepee (tē • pē)

3. plains (plānz) 8. tribes (trībz)

4. protect (prō • tĕkt) 9. wickiup (wĭk • ē • əp)

5. sandstone (sănd • stōn) 10. wigwam (wĭg • wŏm)

3

Study Words

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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Circle the bold word or number that makes each sentence
true. 

5. There are 2, 3 paragraphs in the box above.

6. The first word of a paragraph is lined up, indented.

D

Lesson 3

Paragraphs

A paragraph is made of sentences that tell something about
the same subject. When a new subject starts, a new paragraph
begins.

The way to tell when a new paragraph begins is to look at
the words on the left side of the page. The first word of a
paragraph is indented. The indented space marks the beginning
of each new paragraph.

He . . . hath made of one blood all nations. Acts 17:26

Read the Bible verse to yourself three times. C

Use the Glossary on pages 43, 44 to find the meanings of the
bold words. Match each Study Word to its meaning. 

2. shelters • • to keep safe

3. tribes • • groups of people

4. protect• • roofs or walls that protect

B
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10. Children,                             your                                       in 

the Lord: for this is right. Ephesians 6:1

Write the missing words to complete the Bible verse. G

Lesson 3

Read “The Red Children” (pages 15-24).

We Remember

Circle the pronoun that replaces the underlined words. 

11. Becky and Rob like to play tag.

He, They like to play tag.

12. The dish broke in pieces.

It, You broke in pieces.

H

Think how the first two words go together. Write a word that
goes with the bold word in the same way. 

7. water – drink food –

E

Circle the ownership word in each sentence. 
Underline the word that belongs to it. 

F

8. Mr. Henry fixed Larry’s watch.

9. Aunt Julia bought a hamster for her niece’s birthday.
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Write an answer to the question. A

How are you like the children in the story? Circle Yes or No
to answer each question. 

4. Do you and Indians both need food and shelter? Yes No

5. Do you know things cliff dwellers did not know? Yes No

6. Do you both need to know Jesus? Yes No

C

LessonThe Red Children
4

Time for reading class (pages 15-24).

From the Story

Underline the answer to each question. B

2. How long did it often take the boys 
to catch Hole-in-the Sky? one hour    all day

3. What did Sleepy-Eye never have 
much time to do? play games   work

1. Which kind of Indian shelter would you like best to live in?
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Write the answer to the question. 

8. Who has made all nations?

Lesson 4

He . . . hath made of one blood all nations. Acts 17:26

Memorize the Bible verse and say it to your teacher.E

Number the words in alphabetical order from 1-4. F

A  B C  D  E  F  G  H  I  J  K L  M  N  O  P Q  R  S  T U  V  W  X  Y  Z

book      kitten      plant      tumble

Alphabetical order means to put words in the order of the
ABCs. Look at the first letter of each word and think of its
place on an alphabet strip.

Alphabetical Order

9. ripe vase table plate

10. kite hot left fig

Nations (nā • shənz) means groups of people in the world.
God made every person in every nation.

Underline the meaning of the figure of speech from the story.D

7. When the bees would fly at a boy, he would “take to his heels.”

The boy would take hold of his heels.
The boy would run away.
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Circle the singular words. Underline the plural words.

17. wigwam    plains    shelters    tepee    tribes    wickiup

J

Lesson 4

We Remember

In the small pages, put a tiny x at the beginning of each new
paragraph. Count the x’s on each page. Write the number
in the box. One is done for you.

11.

G

x

x
x

x 4

12. 13.

Circle the pronoun that replaces the underlined words. 

15. Kenny fell and cut his hand.

She, He fell and cut his hand.

16. Faye and I raced to the finish line.

We, They raced to the finish line.

I

Write one word from the box that fits in both blanks. 

14. When Scott was sick with a                             ,

he felt                             all over. 

H

cold
hot


